1. Introduction. The theory of electromagnetic scattering may be divided in a natural way into what have been called interior and exterior problems, and these in turn may be considered either in the harmonic time domain or from the viewpoint of transient behavior. This paper is limited to those aspects of the theory which deal with harmonic fields exterior to perfectly conducting scatterers, although in some circumstances the extension to other configurations in both space and time is not difficult. Stated more precisely, the question is one of finding solutions to the time-independent Maxwell equations for the electric and magnetic field vectors subject to appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of the scatterer and at infinity.
For the electromagnetic field, this solution can be carried out explicitly only in a very few cases because of both the limited number of coordinate systems in which the partial differential equation can be separated and the vector nature of the fields. However, by methods analogous to those which are well-known in the corresponding scalar theory a completely general formal solution is possible in terms of an integral involving the boundary values of one or the other of the field vectors. The problem is thus transformed from one of determining the fields everywhere through a partial differential equation to one of solving an integral equation for the required boundary values. Unfortunately the problem is not noticeably easier when stated in these terms.
There is, nevertheless, a considerable advantage in the integral equation formulation since it enables one to construct stationary expressions for a number of quantities of interest in diffraction theory. In this form the first-order variation of, for example, the far-zone scattered amplitude is zero with respect to similar variations of the surface distribution. Consequently, good approximate results can be obtained whenever experience or ingenuity suggests a good trial distribution. In some circumstances, when the unknown distribution can be expressed as a series expansion with undetermined coefficients, the variational principle provides a systematic way of making an optimum determination of successive coefficients to whatever order of accuracy is deemed practical.
The theory of electromagnetic scattering has already been presented from the variational viewpoint in connection with apertures in plane screens [1] . To avoid repetition, the review which follows restates the (2) A i(r) f G(r, r')J(r') dV'. 
(V + k:)G(r, r') --(r-r'), the fact that (2) is a solution of (1) can be verified by direct substitution. It is now a straightforward matter to construct the corresponding Helmholtz integral for the electromagnetic field vectors. The electric vector, for example, is given by -iE -J +_1 V X V X A.
Writing out the x-component in detail, we have 0 f G(r, r')Jz(r')dV'-O f G(r, r')Jx(r') dV'.
The form of this result is simplified by making use of the scalar wave equation for G. This tells us that (0 + 0)G(r, r') -0(r, r') ?V(r, r') (r r').
Since the differential operators apply only to the unprimed coordinates, In equivalent vector notation
where i is a unit vector in the x-direction. Similar expressions apply for ghe and z eomponents with the substitution of appropriate unit veegors. Consequently the entire electric field ean be written eompaetly in the Helmholt form (4) where f r(r, r').J(r') dV', (1) give the contribution of the j-component of unit current density at to the/-component of the field at r, and together they constitute the vector counterpart of the free-space scalar Green's function. Further properties of the tensor (dyadic) Green's function follow from the vector wave equation for E which is obtained by eliminating the H-vector from the field equations. The result of this manipulation is (6) By substituting (4) in (6) we find that a sufficient condition for the integral to be a solution of the inhomogeneous vector wave equation is for the tensor Green's function to satisfy (7) V r(r, r') -/r(r, r') I(r-r').
It can further be shown that (5) does in fact satisfy (7) provided that G(r, r') satisfies the inhomogeneous scalar wave equation (3).
With (7) Then the surface integral on the right of (8) becomes [r(r,r").b" X VX r(r,r').b' r(r,r').b' X V X r(r,r')'b"] dS in which the points designuted by r' and r" are at finite, fixed distances from the origin, whereas the volume V is taken to be large enough so that on all points of S, r >:> " [, r >> r" [, and r --.
Under these conditions the surface integral can be simplified somewhat by making use of the explicit form of r and its curl. Since the operator "curl grad" is identically zero, r(r, r').b' In order to find the field that meets these requirements let us construct two vector functions of position* A E(r'), B F(r', r).b and apply Green's second vector identity (8) to them. The volume of integration is V', exterior to V; it is bounded by S and by the surface of a large sphere So centered on the obstacle. With integration variables corresponding to the primed coordinates, Green's identity gives
When the differential equation satisfied by each vector is taken into account, the volume integral reduces to f E(r').I.bt}(r r') dV' E(r).b (r in V'). (12) The integral over S can also be simplified immediately by interchanging * The position vector of a point is directed from an arbitrary but fixed origin in the vicinity of the obstacle to the point in question. The corresponding unit vector denotes only a direction in space and so may be translated at will. E'(r') X (' X r(r', r).
The first of these is evidently the surface integral encountered when Green's vector identity is applied to Ein(r') and F(r', r).b in an unoccupied region of volume V q-V'. The corresponding volume integral is readily evaluated by the procedure that led to (11). Thus
+v, r(r', r).b-V' X V' X Ei(r')] dV' Ec(r).b. (21) H,,(r)
x _ (fi x h")e ''''-')''' d%' (r =).
These "geometrical optics" formulae for the electromagnetic field display the properties that are characteristic of a radiating field far from its sources. The field vectors, for example, form an orthogonal triad with the vector and the ratio of their magnitudes is (/e), the characteristic impedance of space (k e). Moreover, the complex Poynting vector, E X H*, is real, -directed and has the correct 1/r dependence to ensure finite scattered power. It should also be noticed that to this degree of approximation the field amplitudes can be calculated for one direction in space without specifying the shape of the obstacle. That is, if the direction of observation is the sme as the direction of incidence V', the integral to be evaluated is x x Now 2" and " are orthogonal, while -(V'.fi) dS' is the projection of an element of the area S_ on plane perpendicular to the direction V' (Fig. 1) . So the integral is simply I Svh", where Sv is the projected cross-sectional area of the obstacle. Then H,,(r) (22) This result provides us with two general facts about scattering at high frequencies. In the first place there is no rotation of polarization between scattered and incident waves along the direction of incidence. Secondly, the total scattering cross section has a particularly simple value. For if the r independent part of the distant electric field in (22) (r') dS', where it will be remembered 2" is the direction of incidence and 2 is the direction of observation. The evaluation of (23) 
